
⇸ Conscious - Whole - Free ⇷
a holistic journey to Integral Power

Dear Reader,
Thank you for your interest in my holistic offering, carefully developed from experience in my
long-term 1:1 containers.

This document will give you a better understanding about the essence of my methodology,
approach, tools and concrete stepping stones of each session, and investment.

↠ CORE APPROACH ↞

● INTEGRAL & HOLISTIC
knowing that change is embodied only when it sees a human being as a unique hologram, I
approach healing from different access points (see below) .

● COMPASSIONATE Inquiry
is used as an approach for creating safe and compassionate space that is a prerequisite to being
ready to see the Truth. It is the core approach in working with healing trauma and doing Inner Child
Work.

● SOMATIC Experiencing and Coaching
add up to the process of inquiry: I strive to redirect your attention back into your body, from gross
posture and gestures to subtle sensations and mimic expressions. You get to know your body
better, learn to listen to it and communicate with it - it always knows the truth and is eager to direct
you to the place of well-being.

● PROVOCATIVE
my goal is to reflect back to you what you do not see. Humor or a provocative question - if I sense
you are ready to receive it - could be used as a mirror to show you the hidden sides of your psyche.



↠ MAIN LAYERS ↞

● STRATEGIC Alignment
>> We identify your Integral Self Vision and create guiding North Star as a strategic goal
>> If desired, we use Human Design to help navigate you to your authentic core and better
self-discovery
>> We find one next inspired step to bring you forward in your progress and develop conscious
habits to support your journey towards the more Integral Self version

● MINDSET MASTERY
>> We investigate the conscious and subconscious levels of your identity: beliefs, attitudes,
perceptions and language and work towards making it of service for your Integral Self Vision.

● EMOTIONAL RELEASE & TRAUMA HEALING
>> We use Compassionate Inquiry to explore the subconscious and suppressed/repressed
emotions and programming. We use Reparenting for reprogramming emotional experiences.

● ENERGY & EMBODIMENT
>> We use Embodied Yoga Principles as a tool to somatically inhabit the Archetypes wanted in your
new, more aligned, identity. This approach creates awareness on a physical level and accelerates
the transformative process.
>> To clear and/or activate energy necessary for sustainable progress, we learn breathwork
exercises and physical exercises (krias) from yogic tradition



↠ WHAT IS IN? ↞

● 10 1:1 coaching sessions in chosen frequency (proposed schedule: first 5 sessions weekly, then
bi-weekly)

● Support in between the sessions via private messages (Telegram/WhatsApp)
● Worksheets and other tools for integration and reflection
● Evaluation and reflection questionnaires
● Customized wellness practices developed for long-term application

↠ SESSIONS’ CONTENT OVERVIEW ↞

1. A Noticeable Change:
Mastering the Mind

Compulsive, neurotic, and addictive ways of thinking are symptoms of the ego or lower soul stealing away our
higher alignment. By inquiring into the habits of your thinking, we will track patterns that are obsessive, harmful
or simply unhelpful.

- Opening ceremony: Journey initiation, declaration and commitments, Your Archetypal Set
- Inquiring your which of your basic needs are not being met (Self-care and Needs inventory)
- Becoming aware of the thinking loops, story and meaning making mechanisms, language, attitudes and beliefs

(Mirror work)

2. Trauma and Emotional Release:
Deepening Emotional Wellbeing

Disruption in our emotional body is perhaps the main thing that blocks our evolution. We will be working on
resolving what Jungians call a wounded feeling function. In resolving emotional trauma from childhood, we undo
this wound, enabling feeling more deeply and genuinely.

https://scottjeffrey.com/abraham-maslow-hierarchy-of-needs/


- Somatic experiencing: Developing capacity to hold space for suppressed emotions.
- Finding grounded center inside yourself in whatever external circumstances: practice
- Developing EQ: learning to identify, name and surrender into different emotions.
- Reparenting/Reprogramming childhood wounding and developing self-compassion

(acceptance & forgiveness work)

3. Slow Down to See:
Reflecting Neurotic Tendencies and Blindspots

Self-reflection is necessary to turn back to understand the present. This reflecting back is challenging in modern
times due to the fast pace we tend to run. The drive for achievement and productivity have their place, but they
quickly become signs of neurosis.

Being reflected by me and becoming more reflective gives an impulse to more clearly understand yourself and
your behavior. Self-reflection and mirroring helps us access repressed memories in our unconscious that cause
irrational behavior in the present. This reflection doesn’t judge, blame, or criticize, it is neutral yet curious.

- Recognise and accept neurotic tendencies: Inquiring into the true needs and nature of your actions, repeating
challenges and misfortunes

- The medicine: Developing neutrality, curiosity and compassion, instead of judging and blaming (compounds of
healing)

- Learn your lesson: Exploring ways you can tend to your needs in honest, ethical, compassionate ways
- Embodied Investigation: reflecting your somatic habits

4. A Shift in Values:
Your Code of Honor

As we are locating authority within ourselves, our values shift.
Here, we will develop your personal ethical framework where we evaluate what’s best in the context of the
moment. The ego is unable to do this because basic needs drive it; only the Higher Self can.

- What matters? - An Inquiry into your existing values (reflection)
- Create an Ethical Code of your integral conduct: reflecting your inner ideals (values worksheet)
- Strive higher: Exploring spiritual values of wholeness, perfection, completion, justice, aliveness, beauty, truth,

self-sufficiency (spiritual intelligence test, if desired)
- Understanding Maturation: Defining Ego, its Beliefs, and Individuation Process (teaching & reflection)



5. An Inner Vision:
Strategically Aligning to the Higher Self

In the average person’s waking state, an individual’s ego is almost exclusively focused on their outer world.
Work, money, achievement, family, friends, and social life are all elements of the external environment.
At this stage, we will explore the subtle realm, shifting the external world to the inner realm of thoughts, feelings,
dreams, and imagination.

- Dominant Resonant Feeling: Creating clarity on the feeling state (somatic based inquiry)
- Who You Really Are: Creating a Vision that will serve as a North Star for aligning with your Higher Self (Guided

Meditation)
- Why it works: Exploring the potential of the subtle realm being more real than the gross dimension of our waking

state (teaching on neuroplasticity, sub- and superconscious)
- Somatic Embodiment of Awe, Openness, Entering, Determination (Somatic Toolkit)

6.  An Experience of Inner Freedom:
Revisiting Fears and Hidden Insecurities

The ego is our source of fears, desires, and constant tension. When the ego is no longer in control, there’s
an inherent sense of okayness—regardless of what’s happening in our lives (good or bad).

The need to judge others and yourself decreases, leaving more space for calm and peace, and liberating the
energy for doing from conscious “being”.

- Understanding Collective and Personal Shadow (intro worksheet)
- Inquiring into Shadow aspects of your subconscious self (inquiry worksheet)
- Integrating the unveiled Shadows (know->own->reveal process)
- Depolarising the opposites of good and bad, right and wrong, inflation and shame (understand you Egoic

tendencies based on your examples of your life)
- Energetic release, if necessary (breathwork, somatic work, yogic practices)



7. Maturation to Self-Leadership:
Deepening a Sense of Self-Honesty and Responsibility

As you begin to locate more authority within, there’s a willingness to be radically honest with yourself. You
simply can’t tolerate self-deception anymore.

When we’re unconscious to our behavior, there’s no accountability. And when there’s no accountability, there’s
nothing to feel guilty about. But the guilt that comes from maturation into radical responsibility isn’t from
someone else shaming you; it’s from your conscience, driven by a desire to correct your way of being.

- Defining radical responsibility and declaring commitment (declaration template)
- Brutal Honesty & Loving Firmness: defining your internal and external boundaries
- Connect and Communicate: how your true desires and needs can be communicated and asserted to others (NVC +

Clarification + Recreation Conversation Matrix)
- Trust vs fear-based reactivity: Developing deeper self-knowledge that enables you to make accountable decisions

8. A Change in Lifestyle Choices:
Choosing Action Rooted in Insight

Many “normal” things we did before become unacceptable now:
You are becoming increasingly more conscious of your lifestyle choices.

Here we are looking at how Ethics - value driven choices - becomes a larger driving force over convenience,
and clarifying supportive (effective) ways to incorporate these choices into your structures and embodying them
(habits).

- Keep what serves: Developing supportive to your conscious life-style habits (science of integration, habit stacking,
reward systems)

- Stable foundations: Developing a structure for maintaining a fulfilling schedule (customizing your new life style)
- Guard Rails: Clarifying priorities and accountability system (goal setting spreadsheet)



9. A Step into Creative Expression:
Creating Space for Flow

After a long process of self-inquiry and clearing up what has been cluttering you, an authentic creative
expression wants to appear.
You begin to let go of your attachment to results so a bigger space of creativity and authentic expression can
show up in your life and find its place in your more integral life.

- A Holistic View: analyzing your well-being and seeing if “anything is missing”
- Let it Flow: inquiring about your “zone” (Flow worksheet)

10. A Sense of Interconnectivity:
Conscious, Whole and Free

You started this Journey because your ego felt separate, scared and alone.

The Spirit isn’t driven to meet basic needs because it’s already whole and complete right now. So when you feel
this completeness or okayness, moment to moment, it’s a good sign of you developing your Spiritual Intelligence
and feeling truly your Integral Power.

And as a consequence of this okayness, you start embracing your Conscious, Whole and Free Self.

- The journey behind: Reflection and Evaluation (inquiry and forms)
- Closing Ceremony: Archetypal revisiting (Mature archetypes), resolutions and declarations for the upgraded life.
- Follow Up options (check in, accountability).
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↠ INVESTMENT ↞

● I offer a sliding scale depending on your annual income (10 sessions package):

❖ Below 15k/year: 990 eur
❖ Around 18k/year: 1200 eur
❖ Above 20k/year: 1800 eur

If you cannot afford the lowest threshold but do really want to work together, please, reach out to me for a customized proposal.


